Scoped Rifle Shoot 6 August 2017 Course of Fire
This Shoot is a bit of an experiment so be prepared for changes on the day.
1. As we have a number of butt changes then shooters should be prepared to get off the point quickly and
to do their turn in the butts, more than once.
2. Sighters will be limited and so it is recommended that you shoot with a pal to act as a spotter.
3. We will be moving ranges so please keep your kit to a minimum to save time. Rifle, Ammunition and
Optics only to save time. If you are in the butts and we change ranges then we don’t want to carry a
load of unnecessary Gear.
4. Targets will be Electronic along with Fig 14, Fig 12 and Fig 11 only for the competition.
5. Rifles not properly zeroed and proved at 300 yards sighting will not be permitted to continue. This is
not going to be a spray and pray shoot
Practice 1 300 yards
Sighting Shots, Electronic Targets
Shooters to get into the prone firing position on the command of the range officer
On command Load and commence sighting shots in a 2 minute period ONLY.
Reset the monitor and standby for Practice 1
Practice 1
Electronic Target. 200 yard centre setting
Load and make ready on command
Engage the target (providing your zero has been proved in the previous session) for a time of 30 seconds.
Cease fire on command. Shots over time will be deducted highest score first.
Provide Score to the RCO
Practice 2
Targets to be a PL7 and a Fig 14 side by side on the Manual Targets boards fixed at the front of the mantlet.
On command of the RCO
10 rounds fired in a 2.5 minute interval 5 rounds on the Figure 14 target and 5 rounds on the PL7
At the end of the practice the shooters will remove their rifles from the firing point immediately so the butt
crew can mark the targets. (Shooters can return to the point to pick up their kit and empties once their rifles are
off the point)
Practice 3 500 yards
1 Sighter on a handheld fig 12 Target.
15 Rounds required.
10 x 3 second exposures of Fig 12 Target 1 round per exposure.
When Fig 12 target is taken down shooters may fire an additional 5 rounds at either the fixed PL7 or Fig 14
target. In 1 minute.
Points are double for hits on the Fig 14 target.
At the end of the practice the shooters will remove their rifles from the firing point immediately so the butt
crew can mark the targets. (Shooters can return to the point to pick up their kit and empties once their rifles are
off the point)
Practice 4 600 yards
1 Sighter on a handheld fig 11 Target. 15 Rounds required
10 x 3 second exposures of Fig 11 Target 1 round per exposure.
When Fig 11 target is taken down shooters may fire an additional 5 rounds at either the fixed PL7 or Fig 14
target. In 1 minute.
Points are double for hits on the Fig 14 target.

Practice 5 (Only if there is time permitting) 600 Yards
Electronic Target. 500 yard centre setting
Load and make ready on command
Engage the target (providing your zero has been proved in the previous session) for a time of 30 seconds. Cease
fire on command. Shots over time will be deducted highest score first.
Provide Score to the RCO

